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Abstract— A class of metasurfaces and high impedance surfaces 

(HIS) formed by doubly periodic arrays of interleaved conductors 
with sub-wavelength unit cells is proposed and discussed by way 
of example of the spiralled Brigid’s cross arrangements. The main 
mechanisms underlying the distinctive features of these surfaces 
such as a broad fractional bandwidth (FBW), high angular and 
polarization stability and low loss are revealed and elucidated. It 
is demonstrated that all these salient characteristics of the 
interleaved arrays and HISs are attainable simultaneously being 
controlled by the pattern geometry. It is shown that the interleaved 
Brigid’s cross HIS with truly sub-wavelength unit cells exhibits 
practically the same FBW and losses as square patch HIS with 
much larger unit cell. The effects of a dielectric substrate and near 
field confinement on the properties of intertwined Brigid’s cross 
arrays are examined, and the analytical models provide insight 
into the performance of the discussed metasurfaces and HISs. 
 

Index Terms—Periodic structure, frequency selective surface, 
high impedance surface, metasurface, convoluted pattern, sub-
wavelength resonance.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
eriodic arrays utilised in conventional frequency selective 
surfaces (FSSs) [1] and high impedance surfaces (HISs) [2] 

are usually composed of the constituent elements confined to a 
single unit cell of size commensurate to half a wavelength at 
operational frequencies. As a result, their responses are 
narrowband and sensitive to a wave polarisation and incidence 
angle that hamper their application in low profile and conformal 
terminals. To alleviate these limitations, the use of convoluted 
and patterned conductors has been proposed in [3]-[5]. But the 
fractional bandwidth (FBW) of such FSSs became narrower.  

To broaden the FBW of FSSs with small unit cells, it was 
proposed in [6] to extend the constitutive elements of periodic 
array beyond a single unit cell and interleave them into adjacent 
unit cells. While this approach enables broader FBW of the FSS 
with sub-wavelength unit cells, only very few geometries meet 
the stringent topological constraints on the compatible unit cell 
layout. To date just a handful of interwoven and tessellated 
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conductor patterns have been reported in the literature for the 
FSSs [7]-[13] and HISs [6], [14] applications. Although 
feasibility of achieving fairly broad FBW at sub-wavelength 
unit cell size has been illustrated by simulations, the underlying 
physical mechanisms remain scarcely understood. This is 
especially concerned of the effects of unit cell topology and 
pattern tessellation on the array response which are essential for 
multiband and reconfigurable metasurfaces and HISs [12], [13].  

In this paper, the properties of interleaved conductor arrays 
enabling the supreme performance of angular and polarisation 
stable FSSs and HISs are elucidated by way of the example of 
doubly periodic arrays of Brigid’s crosses [15]. The paper is 
organised as follows. In Section II, the unique features of 
interleaved Brigid’s cross metasurfaces are demonstrated and 
confirmed by the measurements. In Section III, the properties 
of compact HISs formed by the arrays of interwoven conductors 
are discussed, and it is shown for the first time that interleaved 
Brigid’s cross HIS exhibits grossly superior angular and 
polarization stability than square patch HIS with practically the 
same FBW and losses. The main properties of stand-alone 
metasurfaces and HISs composed of periodic arrays of 
interleaved conductors are summarised in the Conclusion. 

II. INTERLEAVED BRIGID’S CROSS ARRAYS  
The doubly periodic array of interleaved Brigid’s crosses is 

illustrated in Fig. 1 by its fragment comprised of 3×3 unit cells. 
A primitive square unit cell of size p at the centre is outlined by 
dashed line. It contains a reference Brigid’s cross (marked 
black) whose arms extend beyond the unit cell and interleave 
with the arms of all 8 Brigid’s crosses (marked grey) centred in 
the surrounding unit cells. At each interweaving step N, four 
straight arm segments are added to the unit cell horizontally or 
vertically, as shown in Fig. 1 for N = 1, 2, 3 (at N = 0 all four 
arms are confined to a single unit cell only). At the steps N ≥ 4, 
each extended arm is folded into a spiral spanning a quartet of 
adjacent unit cells. At every eighth step (N = 7, 15, and 23 in 
the layout of Fig. 1) each arm of the Brigid’s cross re-enters a 
reference unit cell after completing a full turn of the spiral. 
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Finally, arms of all eight Brigid’s crosses surrounding the 
reference one are co-directionally wound in spirals.  

The interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays have been simulated in 
CST Microwave Studio (MWS) and cross-validated with Ansys 
HFSS and FEKO using the model of a single unit cell with 
periodic boundary conditions. The results obtained by the three 
entirely different full-wave (FW) methods, are in very good 
agreement, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the fully interleaved array 
(N = 23 in Fig. 1) with unit cell size p = 10.8 mm, and strip 

 
1 FBW is defined as the rejection bandwidth at the transmittance 

level |T| = 10 dB normalized to the resonance frequency fr.  

conductor (s) and gap (g) widths s = g = 0.2 mm.  

A. Properties of the Fundamental Resonance 

The characteristics of interleaved Brigit’s cross arrays are 
summarised in Table I in comparison with the interwoven 
crossed dipoles [7] and entwined quadrifilar spirals [10] with 
unit cell of the same size. Inspection of Table I shows that 
frequency fr of the fundamental resonance in the fully 
interleaved Brigit’s cross array is lower than in interwoven 
crossed dipoles but higher than in entwined quadrifilar spirals. 
The high angular and polarisation stability of fr proved to be an 
inherent property of all the arrays with interleaved conductor 
patterns and small unit cells with p/r ≪ 1 (r is the wavelength 
at frequency fr). The distinctive feature of Brigid’s cross arrays 
is that at oblique incidence of TM waves the fr deviation, 〉fr, 
becomes very small after the first few interleaving steps (N=4).  

The FBW1 of interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays is not only 
broader than in the other interwoven array geometries but its 
dependence on the number N of interleaving folds qualitatively 
differs. Namely, in contrast to the intertwined quadrifilar spiral 
arrays where FBW grows monotonically with N [10], FBW of 
Brigid’s cross arrays rapidly increases at the initial interleaving 
steps, reaching its peak at N = 4, and then slowly undulates near 
its maximum as illustrated in Fig. 3. This implies that the fr of 
interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays can be varied over broad 
frequency range with minor changes of FBW.   

 To elucidate the mechanisms underlying the broad FBW of 

Fig. 2. The transmittance |T| and reflectance |R| of co-polar and cross-polar 
electric fields simulated for the array of fully interleaved Brigid’s crosses in 
Fig. 1 (N=23) at normal incidence. The results from CST MWS (solid lines) 
are compared with HFSS (dashed lines) and FEKO (dash-dotted lines). The
array periodicity is p = 10.8 mm, strip and gap widths are s=g=0.2 mm. 

 
Fig. 1.  Unit cell layout of the intertwined Brigid’s cross array at variable number
of the interleaved folds N=0, 1, 2, 3 (top), and N=23 (fully interleaved array). 
Marked black is the reference Brigid’s cross and intertwined conductors arms
extended from the adjacent unit cells are shown in grey. 

Fig. 3.  Resonance frequencies and FBWs of the interleaved Brigid’s cross
arrays at variable number of arm folds. The array periodicity is p = 10.8 mm, 
and strip and gap widths are s=g=0.2 mm. Lines are for eye-guide only.  

TABLE I 
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES AND FBWS FOR FREE-STANDING INTERLEAVED 
ARRAYS WITH DIFFERENT CONDUCTOR PATTERNS. ALL ARRAY LAYOUTS 

HAVE PERIODICITY P = 10.8 MM, AND STRIP AND GAP WIDTHS S=G=0.2 MM 

 

Incidence
Interleaved Brigid’s 

crosses   
Interwoven 
convoluted 

crossed 
dipoles [7] 

7-Fold 
entwined 

quadrifilar 
spirals [10] N=4 N=23 

fr [GHz] Normal 2.3 0.89 1.00 0.71 
r/p Normal 12.1 31.2 27.8 39 

fr [%] TE 45° 0.1 0 0.2 0.05 
TM45° 1.4 0.6 -0.2 -0.1 

FBW10dB 
[%] 

Normal 75.4 71 63 55 
TE 45° 103 94 85 74.5 
TM 45° 52 48.6 46 40 
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the arrays with interleaved conductors, it is instructive to model 
a unit cell as a transmission line (TL) with a shunt reactance 
comprised of the series connected equivalent inductance L and 
capacitance C [1].  Then at the fundamental resonance  

   
 

0

1 2

FBW
6

rf LC

C

L








  (1) 

where 0 is the free-space impedance. The C and L, retrieved 
from the FW simulations of Brigid’s crosses and intertwined 
spirals at variable number of interleaving steps N, are shown in 
Fig. 4 and demonstrate that the unit cell capacitances C of both 
layouts are commensurate and grow with N whereas the 
behaviour of inductances L qualitatively differs. Namely, in 
intertwined spirals, L is considerably higher but steadily 
decreases with N due to negative mutual inductance of the 
counter-directionally wound spiral arms. Alternatively, in 
Brigid’s crosses only a few first arm folds are interleaved 
counter-directionally whereas at N ≥ 4, the arms are folded into 
spirals co-directionally that increases L. Indeed, L of Brigid’s 
crosses in Fig. 4 initially decreases with N, reaches its minimum 
and then grows along with C. Thus in accordance with (1), 
FBW reaches a maximum at the L minimum exhibits small 
undulations seen in Fig. 3 owing to different rates of C and L 
growth at N > 4 whilst fr steadily decreases with N.  

To provide a deeper insight in the properties of interleaved 

Brigid’s cross arrays, the resonance currents in the unit cells at 
N=4 and N=23 interleaving steps (incident electric field is 
vertically polarized) are displayed in Fig. 5. These maps show 
that the horizontal arms carrying oppositely directed currents 
are responsible for the negative mutual inductance that initially 
decreases the overall unit cell inductance L. Currents on the arm 
folds with N > 4 have definitive directions, which are however 
opposite on adjacent strips. This results in a simultaneous 
increase of both L and C due to the prevailing self-inductance 
and strong capacitive coupling between the arms wound into 
spirals formed by the interleaved Brigid’s crosses, cf. Fig. 1.   

B. Effects of Dielectric Substrate 

In practical arrangements of planar arrays, the patterned 
conductors are supported by substrates. The analysis of the free-
standing interleaved Brigid’s crosses above suggests that 
dielectric substrate may significantly affect the array response 
due to (i) increase of the unit cell equivalent capacitance and 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 4.  Equivalent capacitance C and inductance L of the array unit cells with 
interleaved (a) Brigid’s crosses and (b) quadrifilar spirals at different number 
of interwoven segments (N). Insets show unit cell layouts at full interleaving. 
The array periodicity is p = 10.8 mm, and strip and gap widths are s=g=0.2 
mm. Lines are for eye-guide only. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5.  Resonant current distributions in the unit cells of the Brigid’s cross 
arrays with the parameters specified in Fig. 1 at different stages of interleaving: 
(a) N=4 and (b) N=23. The polarization of an incident field Einc is vertical. 

E 

E
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(ii) reflectance at air-dielectric interface. To elucidate the 
substrate effect, the interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays have been 
simulated at several values of substrate permittivity r and 
thickness ts. Fig. 6 demonstrates that in contrast to the 
conventional FSS [1], [16], even extremely thin substrates with 
ts ~ 2(s + g) ≪ s, where s is the wavelength in substrate at 
resonance frequency fr, strongly influence the array response. 
Then at ts > 2(s + g), fr and FBW of the fundamental resonance 
become practically invariant of ts whilst ts < s/2. The latter 
feature proved to be an inherent property of the arrays with fine 
patterns of interleaved conductors, where the near-field is 
closely confined to the surface at the scale commensurate with 
the strip and gap widths. Fig. 7 illustrates such a localisation of 
the resonance electric field in the cross-section of a unit cell of 
fully interleaved Brigid’s crosses on a dielectric substrate with 
thickness ts = 2:(s + g) = 0.8 mm and permittivity r = 4.9.  

The tight confinement and almost symmetric distribution of 
near-field about the array plane indicates its electrostatic nature. 
This implies that the effect of a dielectric substrate can be fairly 
accurately described by the effective permittivity  

 1
2

eff r
r

 
   (2) 

Then the resonance frequency fr(r) and FBW can be deduced 
using (1) where capacitance C is increased by factor eff

r and 
inductance L remains unchanged by dielectric substrate:  

 ( 1)( ) ; FBW( ) FBW( 1)effr r
r r r r r

eff
r

f
f

   



     (3) 

where fr(r=1) and FBW(r=1) are the resonance characteristics 
of the respective free-standing array. 

The fr and FBW of the interleaved Brigid’s cross array on 
dielectric substrates calculated with (3) are summarised in 
Table II in comparison with the corresponding FW simulation 
data. Accuracy of approximations (3) is assessed by the 
percentage error (PCE): ( ) 1 ( ) (FW) 100rPCE x x x   , where 
x stands for either fr or FBW. Inspection of Table II shows that 
PCE(fr) is less than 2% and only slightly increases with the 
substrate permittivity r, whilst the approximate FBW gives a 

proper qualitative trend but exhibits higher error. Discrepancy 
between the FW simulations and (3) can be partly attributed to 
overestimation of eff

r by (2) which does not take into account 
the conductor thickness and the field crowding in the free-space 
gaps between the strip side walls. Additional error of FBW is 
caused by the reference values of L and C, deduced from the 
FW simulations at fr and frequency fb on the low-frequency 
slope of the resonance curve at |T(fb)| = -10 dB. As a result, the 
retrieved L and C values give fairly accurate estimates of fr, 
whereas FBW is overestimated even for free-standing arrays 
and the error increases at higher permittivity r, cf. Table II.    

It is important to note that approximation (2) for eff
r  is valid 

normally for rather thick dielectric substrates with ts > s/10, 
but it becomes very sensitive to ts of electrically thin substrates 
[16]. In contrast, the example of interleaved Brigid’s cross 
arrays shows that (2) and (3) provide accurate estimates of fr 
and FBW even for extremely thin substrates with ts < s/200.  

C. Experimental verification 

To verify the interleaved Brigid’s cross array performance, 
test specimens were manufactured by photolithography and 
conductive inkjet printing and measured. The array comprised 
of 37×37 unit cells of size p = 7.5 mm each was fabricated on a 
square 277.5×277.5 mm2 substrate of thickness 0.8 mm with a 
nominal dielectric constant r = 2.2 – j0.0009 (Taconic TLY5). 
The unit cell contained interleaved Brigid’s crosses with N=13 
arm folds, strip and gap widths s=g=0.25 mm, and the 
conductor thickness 35 m.  

For the transmission measurements the specimen was fitted 
in a metallic frame placed between two Rohde and Schwarz 
HF906 wideband horns, connected to an HP8510C vector 
network analyser (VNA). The diffraction by the frame window 
was calibrated out first by the fixture measurement without 

 
Fig. 6.  Transmittance |T| and reflectance |R| at normal incidence on the fully 
interleaved (N=23) Brigid’s cross array of Fig. 1 on dielectric substrate with
permittivity r = 4.9 and thicknesses: ts = 0.8, 1.6, 3.2 mm. A square unit cell
size: p = 10.8 mm, strips and gaps widths: s=g=0.2 mm, the conductor 
thickness: 17.5 m.  

TABLE II 
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES AND FBWS FOR THE INTERWOVEN BRIGIT’S CROSS 
ARRAY ON DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATES WITH PERMITTIVITIES R = 1, 2.5, 3.38, 4.9.
FW SIMULATIONS ARE COMPARED WITH APPROXIMATION (3) AT TS = 0.8MM.  

Substrate permittivity, r 1 2.5 3.38 4.9 

fr 
FW  0.9078 0.6972 0.624 0.5382 

Eq.(3)  0.6862 0.6134 0.5285 
PCE(fr) %   1.573 1.693 1.795 

FBW10dB 
FW  66.09 81.01 88.14 99.22 

Eq.(3) 87.43 97.81 113.5 
PCE FBW) %   7.93 10.97 14.41 

Fig. 7.  Resonance electric field distribution in the cross section of two adjacent 
unit cells of the fully entwined (N=23) Brigid’s cross array from Fig. 1 backed 
by a 0.8-mm-thick substrate with permittivity r = 4.9. The array is illuminated 
by a normally incident plane wave. 
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sample. Parasitic reflections including floor covered by 
absorbing material were undetectable in the measurements.  

For reflectivity measurements, the same wide band horns 
were attached to a NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) arch [17], 
housed inside an anechoic chamber. The test specimen was 
mounted on a low density polystyrene table, surrounded by 
pyramidal absorbers. The setup was calibrated without sample 
and with a metal plate fitted instead of sample. The 
measurement accuracy was further enhanced by time gating 
used to separate the array response from the spurious back 
scattering caused by multipath propagation. 

The measured transmission and reflection characteristics at 
normal incidence shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate good agreement 
with the FW simulations of the corresponding infinite array 
modelled in CST MWS using a single unit cell and the periodic 
boundary conditions.   

III. COMPACT BROADBAND HIS  
HISs, enabling the in-phase reflection, are the key elements 

of low-profile antennas with radiating elements placed closely 
to reflectors [2]. An ideal HIS acts as purely reactive surface 
with the reflection phase varying in the range [-90°, +90°] thus 
facilitating impedance matching and control of the antenna 
front-to-back radiation ratio, see, e.g. [18], [19]. Arrays of 
interwoven conductors with unit cells of substantially sub-
wavelength size are particularly instrumental for compact HISs 
with high angular and polarisation stability and broad FBW [6], 
[14]. Also, their near-field confinement to a close proximity of 
the surface can significantly reduce parasitic couplings between 
HIS constituent elements and radiators of low profile antennas.  

The unique features of interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays 
discussed in Section II make them especially appealing for 
compact HISs. In particular, the possibility of varying fr over a 

 
2 The HIS bandwidth is defined as the frequency band where impedance 

magnitude is higher than the free-space impedance 0 that corresponds to the 
phase variation of the HIS reflection coefficient in the range [-90°, +90°] [2]. 

broad frequency range with a minor change of FBW, cf. Fig. 3, 
is essential for reconfigurable HIS where the operating 
frequency could be adjusted almost independently from FBW2 
by altering the length of interleaved arms.  

A. HIS analysis 

HIS, composed of an interleaved conductor array on thin 
grounded substrate, has substantially sub-wavelength unit cell, 
and is fairly accurately described by the TL model [20] shown 
in Fig. 9. The FBW, defined by the frequencies at which the 
HIS impedance equals ±j0, can be represented in the form3 

 2
HIS

HIS

2FBW  cos + 
3 3r

A
Q




        
  (4) 

where  HIS HIS2 1r r sf C L L     is a centre frequency 
corresponding to the zero reflection phase; C and L are the 
equivalent capacitance and inductance of a unit cell in stand-
alone array in the medium with the effective permittivity eff

r ; 
Ls  0ts is inductance of a TL section of length ts ≪ s and 0 
is the free-space permeability; 

 

2
1 2

3

3
1 2 0 2

3 ; arccos ;
9

9 27 2
54

A A R
Q

Q

A A A A
R


    
  

 


  (5) 

 0
2 0 1 0

1; ;s

s s

L L
A A A

L L LC L LC





       (6) 

The frHIS and FBWHIS, computed with the aid of (4), are 
shown in Fig. 10 in comparison with the FW simulations of the 
HIS composed of the interleaved Brigid’s crosses on grounded 
substrates with permittivity r =2.2 and thicknesses 
ts = rHIS/20, where rHIS is a free-space wavelength at 
frequency frHIS

4. An excellent agreement between the TL model 
and FW simulations obtained for both frHIS and FBWHIS at 
variable number of arm folds proves that the equivalent lumped 
capacitance C and inductance L adequately represent the unit 
cell reactance. It is also noteworthy that frHIS and FBWHIS in Fig. 
10 follow the same trends as fr and FBW of the free-standing 

3 Eqn. (4) for FBW is obtained from the standard solution of cubic equation 
[21]. Similar eqn. (5) for FBW in [19] proved to be incorrect whilst plots in Fig. 
3 of [20] fully correlate with the FBW calculated by eqn. (4) of this paper.  

4 For consistent comparison of the HIS performance at different centre 
frequencies frHIS, the electrical thickness of substrates was fixed at ts = rHIS/20. 

 
Fig. 8.  Measured reflectance |R| and transmittance |T| of a finite array of
interleaved Brigid’s crosses vs. FW simulations of the corresponding infinite
array. The unit cell, shown in the insert, comprises N=13 conductor folds and 
has size p = 7.5 mm; strip and gap widths are s=g=0.25 mm, and the conductor
thickness is 35 m. The array is printed on a 0.8-mm-thick dielectric substrate 
with permittivity r = 2.2 – j0.0009 and has the size of 277.5x277.5 mm2.  

 
Fig. 9.  TL model of a HIS unit cell composed of interwoven Brigid’s cross 
arrays backed by a substrate with characteristic impedance s, and its 
corresponding equivalent lumped circuit on the right. 
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Brigid’s cross arrays in Fig. 3 even for the HIS with very thin 
substrates. This provides further evidence of the tight near-field 
confinement to the patterned conductor as in the stand-alone 
array, cf. Fig. 7. 

B. Performance of interleaved Brigid�s cross HISs 

HISs formed by arrays of interleaved conductors and square 
patches normally operate at very disparate frequencies due to 
incommensurate size of their unit cells and ratios rHIS/p. 
Nonetheless it is instructive to compare their performance at the 
same centre frequency. The HISs composed of square patches 
and interleaved Brigid’s crosses on grounded dielectric 
substrates with permittivity r = 2.2 – j0.0009 and thickness 
ts = 22.4 mm have been designed for a centre frequency 
frHIS  0.59 GHz (rHIS/ts ~ 23). A reference square patch unit 
cell has the size p = 48 mm (rHIS/p  10.6) and a gap between 
adjacent patches g = 0.15 mm. The two configurations of fully 
interleaved Brigid’s crosses had the same gap g = 0.15 mm 
between adjacent strips whilst the unit cell size p and strip width 
s were adjusted to keep frHIS unchanged. In one layout, the unit 
cell size is p = 7.8 mm (rHIS/p  65), and it contains N=15 arm 
folds with strip width s = 0.22 mm. The other unit cell layout 
contains only N = 4 arm folds with wider strips, s = 2.7 mm, 
and has larger size p = 18 mm (rHIS/p  28) which is still more 
than 2.5 times smaller than the reference square patch unit cell. 
All conductors are copper foil of thickness 17.5 m.  

The reflection coefficients, simulated in CST MWS for the 
centre frequency frHIS  0.59 GHz, are shown in Fig. 11. They 
demonstrate that fully interleaved Brigid’s cross HISs with the 
smaller (p = 7.8 mm) and larger (p = 18 mm) unit cells have 
FBWHIS  23% and 26%, respectively, that are only marginally 
narrower than the 27.7% for the square patch HIS with 
p = 48 mm. For comparison, the HIS formed by interdigitated 
fingers in the unit cell of similar size, p = 13.5 mm, still has a 
narrower FBW of 21.3% [14].  

Slightly higher resonance losses in the fully interleaved 
Brigid’s cross HIS than in patch HIS are attributed to the close 
confinement of near-field to the fine pattern of interleaved 
conductors. These losses markedly decrease at a lesser number 
of arm folds N at the expense of larger unit cell or higher frHIS. 

Taking into account that frHIS, FBW and losses of interleaved 
Brigid’s cross HIS can be altered somewhat independently, a 
judicious trade-off between the unit cell size and the number of 
arm folds allows FBW and losses to be nearly the same as in 
patch based HIS as illustrated by the example in Fig. 11. At the 
same time, substantially smaller unit cells of the HIS with 
interleaved conductors enable their superior angular and 
polarisation stability as elucidated next.  

C. Polarisation and Angular Stable HIS  

The angular and polarisation stability proved to be an 
inherent property of a fundamental resonance in the stand-alone 
arrays of interleaved conductors with sub-wavelength unit cells, 
cf. [6]-[12], [22] and Table 1 above. However, the HIS formed 
by such arrays on grounded dielectric substrates are polarisation 
sensitive, viz. frHIS remains stable in a broad range of incidence 
angles  only for TE polarised waves but varies significantly 
for TM waves. Fig. 12 illustrates this effect for HIS composed 
of interleaved Brigid’s crosses, and similar behaviour has been 
observed in the HIS with other unit cell geometries, cf. [6], [14]. 
This disparity in the HIS responses to TE and TM waves is 
solely caused by the additional phase accrued by the TM wave 
in the thin substrate between the conductor array and ground.  

Angular stability of frHIS for incident TM waves can be 
restored using a substrate studded with thin pins connecting the 
array conductors to ground [3], [23]-[24]. A fragment of such a 
modified HIS composed of interleaved Brigid’s crosses is 
shown in inset to Fig. 13 which illustrates an excellent angular 
stability of frHIS for incident TM waves. To elucidate the 
mechanism of the TM wave reflectance from the modified HIS, 
it is instructive to treat the pin studded substrate as a slab of 
wire-medium. The latter approach, detailed in Appendix, is 
particularly apt for the HIS formed by the interwoven conductor 
arrays with substantially subwavelength size of the unit cells. 
Indeed, the incident TM wave cannot propagate in such a dense 
wire-medium slab but it excites TEM waves travelling along 
the wires. The phase accrued by the TEM waves in the slab does 
not depend on the angle of incidence of the TM wave, so the 
phase of the TM wave reflected from the grounded layer of 
wire-medium does not change with  either.  

Pins embedded into HIS substrate have negligible effect on 

Fig. 11. Reflectance at normal incidence onto HISs composed of interleaved 
Brigid’s crosses with N=15 and N=4 arm folds vs. square patches. All the HISs 
have the resonance frequencies frHIS  0.59 GHz at the same gaps g = 0.15 mm, 
and substrate thickness ts = 22.4 mm and permittivity r = 2.2 – j0.0009. 

Fig. 10. Resonance frequencies frHIS and FBWHIS computed by the TL model 
(circles) and FW simulations in CST MWS (crosses) for the HIS composed of 
interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays with different number of arm folds supported 
by a grounded substrate with permittivity r = 2.2 and thickness ts = rHIS/20. 
The array periodicity is p = 10.8 mm; strip and gap widths are s=g=0.2 mm.
Lines are for eye-guide only. 
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the TE wave reflectance because the electric field of the TE 
wave is perpendicular to the wires and does not interact with 
them. Also, the input impedance of the TE wave incident on a 
thin grounded dielectric slab is practically invariant of  in a 
broad range of incidence angles [23]. Therefore the response of 
the modified HIS to incident TE waves remains the same as in 
the case of the HIS without pins in the substrate as shown in 
Figs. 12 (c)-(d).  

The HIS, composed of the interleaved conductor arrays on 
thin dielectric substrate with thin pins embedded in the centre 
of each unit cell, can be modelled with an aid of the equivalent 
circuit in Fig. 9 where the reactance of a unit cell in interleaved 
conductor array is connected in parallel with the reactance of a 
grounded wire-medium slab. Thus, owing to the substantially 
sub-wavelength size of the array unit cell, its intrinsic reactance 

remains nearly constant in a broad range of  as shown for the 
stand-alone interleaved Brigid’s crosses in Section II and for 
intertwined spirals in [22]. Since both constituent reactances of 
the unit cell are practically invariant of , frHIS of such HIS 
exhibits high angular and polarisation stability.  

In contrast to frHIS, FBWHIS and attenuation vary noticeably 
with incidence angle  as evident in Figs. 12, 13.  Moreover, at 
the same polarisation of incident wave, the dependences of 
FBWHIS() are inverse to FBW() for the same stand-alone 
conductor arrays, i.e. FBWHIS is broader for the TM waves than 
for the TE waves and it broadens with , whereas FBWHIS 
narrows for the TE waves. Such a behaviour of the FBWHIS 
originates in duality of the TE and TM wave reflectance and 
transmittance by thin conductor screens. This implies that the 
FBWHIS is primarily determined by the array transmittance 

(a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

Fig. 12.  Magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient at normal and oblique incidence of (a)-(b) TM and (c)-(d) TE waves on the HIS with the fully 
interleaved Brigid’s cross unit cell layout shown in Fig. 1. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13.  Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the reflection coefficient at normal and oblique incidence of TM waves on the modified HIS with the interleaved Brigid’s 
crosses and additional conductor pins connected to the ground plane at the centre of each unit cell shown in inset. 
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bandwidth, which strongly depends on the unit cell layout. In 
this context interleaved Brigid’s crosses, permitting somewhat 
independent control of fr and FBW, allow broader FBWHIS as 
demonstrated in Section IIIB.   

Angular dependent HIS attenuation may be caused by cross-
polarisation and dissipation in the array conductors. To assess 
effects of these two factors, |R| of cross-polarised waves has 
been evaluated at  varying from 0° to 80°. The simulation 
results have shown that cross-polarisation remained below -40 
dB at any , thus implying the dominant contribution of 
conductor losses in the array pattern.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
A class of metasurfaces with substantially sub-wavelength 

unit cells comprised of the arrays of interleaved Brigid’s crosses 
with the arms interspersed and spirally wound in adjacent unit 
cells has been proposed and discussed. It has been shown that 
Brigid’s crosses enable a broader FBW than the other layouts 
of interwoven arrays with a unit cell of the same size while 
maintaining the high angular and polarisation stability of the 
fundamental resonance. An important distinctive feature of the 
interleaved Brigid’s cross array is that its resonance frequency 
fr can vary over a broad frequency range with minor changes of 
the FBW. The simulated and measured transmittance and 
reflectance of the array are in very good agreement. 

The main properties of the interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays 
and the effect of the geometrical parameters and dielectric 
substrate on the fundamental resonance have been elucidated 
using the full-wave simulations combined with the TL model of 
the unit cell. It has been established that the tight coupling 
between arms of the interleaved Brigid’s crosses causes near-
field localisation in the close proximity of the array surface and 
enables broad FBW at the substantially sub-wavelength 
resonance response. The analysis of the array with a variable 
number of interleaved folds of Brigid’s cross arms on different 
substrate permittivities has revealed that the capacitive and 
inductive reactances of the unit cell can be adjusted somewhat 
independently to tailor the metasurface performance.  

The salient features of the interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays 
are particularly attractive for the design of compact HIS. It has 
been demonstrated that such HISs with substantially sub-
wavelength unit cells can achieve practically the same FBW as 
the respective patch HIS, whilst exhibiting superior angular and 
polarisation stability of the HIS response and close near-field 
confinement. The distinctive properties of the HIS formed by 
the arrays of interleaved conductors have been elucidated using 
the corrected equivalent circuit model. The mechanisms of 
angular and polarisation stability in the HIS with thin substrates 
studded by thin conductor pins have been explained and 
illustrated by the example of interleaved Brigid’s cross HIS.              

Finally, it is noteworthy that the broad FBW and high angular 
and polarisation stability of the interleaved Brigid’s cross arrays 
are attainable with scalable unit cell dimensions tailored to the 
specified operational frequencies. This enables compact FSSs 
and HISs to be manufactured by low-cost ink-jet printing and 
wet etching techniques.    

APPENDIX 
The effect of vias/pins on angular stability of both TE and 

TM polarised waves has been considered for the conventional 
HISs in earlier publications [3, 23, 24]. The Jerusalem cross and 
convoluted spiral HISs with pins have also been analysed and 
compared with the mushroom HIS in [25]. 

For discussion to be self-contained, it is expedient to briefly 
outline the physical mechanisms underlying the angular and 
polarisation stability of HISs comprised of interleaved 
conductor arrays backed by thin grounded dielectric layer 
studded by vias/pins. The input impedances of TE and TM 
waves obliquely incident at angle  on a grounded dielectric 
slab of thickness ts and permittivity d have the form 
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where 2
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wavenumber and impedance, respectively. When a dielectric 
layer is sufficiently thin, i.e. kyts ≪ 1, the impedances can be 
approximated as follows 
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It is evident in (8) that TE

inZ  weakly depends on  at k0ts ≪ 1, 
whilst TM

inZ  noticeably varies with  even when the dielectric 
layer is very thin. To mitigate the latter issue in conventional 
HIS, it was suggested to connect the array conductors to ground 
by thin pins, like in mushroom HIS. Such periodic pins form a 
wire medium [23]. Since the electric field of TE wave is normal 
to the pins, it is weakly perturbed by short pins. Conversely, 
TM wave cannot propagate in the wire medium but it excites a 
TEM wave guided by the pins. The equivalent impedance of the 
TEM wave referenced to the surface of the grounded wire-
medium slab is 
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It is important to note in (9) that TEM

inZ  is angular independent 
and equal to TE

inZ  in the first approximation.  
While the pins improve the angular stability of conventional 

HISs, the operational frequency of TM wave still considerably 
varies with  as seen in [25]. The latter deviations are caused 
by the evanescent field of TM wave existing along with the 
TEM wave at the interface of the pin studded electrically thin 
dielectric layer. For the evanescent field to extinct at the scale 
much smaller than the layer thickness, it is necessary that  
(i) near-field be closely confined to the layer surface and  
(ii) wire-medium be dense, i.e. spacing between pins be much 

smaller than a wavelength in dielectric slab [23].    
Fulfilling both the conditions simultaneously is impossible in 

the conventional square patch HIS where the unit cell size is not 
small enough to meet condition (ii). Alternatively, the arrays of 
interleaved conductors with substantially sub-wavelength unit 
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cells satisfy both the conditions. This is illustrated by Fig. 7 for 
the interleaved Brigid’s crosses with the near-field closely 
confined to the gaps between strip conductors. The small 
periodicity of the array (p < s/23, where s is the wavelength 
in a dielectric substrate) makes the pin spacing substantially 
sub-wavelength that meets the wire-medium requirements.     

This qualitative analysis is valid for any periodic arrays 
based upon interleaved conductor patterns which satisfy 
conditions (i)-(ii) above. As mentioned earlier, the interleaved 
Brigid’s crosses are discussed here only as an illustrative 
example of such a HIS, and the presented qualitative theory is 
corroborated by the simulation results in Figs. 12, 13.  
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